
PPG 
MEETING 

SEPTEMBER 27, 2017 17:45PM-18:45PM DOWNSFIELD MEDICAL CENTRE 

 

MEETING CALLED BY Chair of PPG 

TYPE OF MEETING PPG Meeting 

FACILITATOR Nigel Smith (Chair of PPG) 

NOTE TAKER Suzy Bhogal (Practice Manager) 

TIMEKEEPER Suzy Bhogal 

ATTENDEES Jagdip Suzy Bhogal (JB), Nigel Smith (NS), Margaret Smith (MS), Beryl  Nicholls (BN) , Dave Maule (DM), 

APOLOGIES Harold Wilder (HW) 

Agenda topics 

PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES   

 

DISCUSSION 

 

 

NS welcomed all to the meeting. 
 
The group agreed that the previous meeting minutes were a true and accurate reflection of account.  

 
JB reminded the group that the Practice will now close at 18:30pm on Wednesdays form the 1

st
 October 2017. 

 

Mr DM confirmed that he has refused the flu injection on 3 occasions this season however he still seems to be 
called and offered it again. JB confirmed that normally when a patient declined the flu injection the patent will be 
taken off the list. JB to check why DM is being called on numerous occasions  for the flu injection having already 

declined.  
 
The group discussed the Flu Walk in clinics which did not work very well as of yet this season. Staff also called 

patents on the morning of the walk in clinic to remind patients that there was a walk in cli nic on the day however this 
did not help. JB confirmed that walk in patients for the flu injection will still be welcome however the staff will begin 
to book patients in. 

 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

JB to check why Mr DM is being re called for the flu injection on numerous 
occasions.  

 

JB 01.10.2017 

 
PRACTICE COMPLAINTS - ANONYMYSED 

 

DISCUSSION 

 
JB introduced two complaints which were received in August 2017. She advised the group that the group can 

contribute to the analysis of these complaints. 
 
The group felt that both complaints had been analysed as much as possible by the Practice and appropriate 

procedures have been put in place by the Practice to prevent similar complaints in the future.  
 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

No actionable items - - 

 

CITY WIDE WALKING 
INITIATIVE  

  

 

DISCUSSION 

 
JB confirmed that she has emailed the team who are organizing this however has not yet had a response.  
 

NS is happy to create a walk which can then be submitted to the team.  
 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 



JB to chase up further information for the walking initiative.  JB 01.10.2017 

 
 

DNA 
 

DISCUSSION 

 

NG discussed the DNA rate at the practice. He informed the group that the DNA rate I becoming epidemic and the 
Practice need’s to put something in place to help with the DNA rate.  
 

The group thinks that the pre booked appointment lead time should be shortened and patients should not be booked 
in for an appointment in 1 months’ time. The group thinks patients should not be able to book appointments any 
further than 2 weeks. 

 
The group thinks that a walk in clinic might help with the DNA rate. JB advised the group that she has already 
discussed this with the Practice during a Practice meeting however this idea was not in favor at the time. The group 

thinks that it would be a good idea to have 1 morning a week to have a walk in clinic where patients can walk in and 
wait to be seen before 10:30am. JB is happy to trial the walk in clinic for the first Wednesday morning of the month 
to see if this works for the Practice. This can be advertised throughout October 2017.  

  

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

JB to discuss the idea of the walk in clinic with the Practice team and advertise 
as necessary for a walk in clinic to take place in November 2017.  

 

JB 04.10.2017 

JB to communicate with the practice staff that no patients should be booked in 
any longer for a pre booked appointment more than 2 weeks away.  

 

JB 04.10.2017 

 
 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 

DISCUSSION 

 

JB informed the group that the Practice has successfully recruited an Advanced Nurse Practitioner who will 
hopefully be starting at the Practice in November.  
 
The group watched a video about PPG Best Practice and what to think about when setting up a PPG Group.  
The group are going to think of way’s to recruit younger patient’s for the patient population group.  
 

The group think it may be a good idea to have 1 meeting every few months where the whole Practice teams attends 
and contributes.  
 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

JB to organize a meeting for whole Practice Team and PPG Group. JB - 

 
 

 

OBSERVERS  

RESOURCE 

PERSONS 
 

SPECIAL NOTES Next Meeting Wednesday 18
th

 October 2017 @ 17:30pm 

 


